
thelegalcollective

Better legal solutions
for small business



Problem
Access to premium legal

services is a challenge for many

businesses



Cost

The rising cost of legal services makes it hard to justify hiring

expensive law firms for routine legal matters. 

Legal�Risk

Businesses operate in a complex world of laws and regulation.

Effective management of legal risk is key to running a successful

business.  

Where�to�start?

Finding the right lawyer for your business can be a difficult and

time-consuming process.   



Solution
 

Exceptional legal support,

delivered flexibly 



Flexibility
We've created an entirely flexible, cost-effective solution to make your life

easier. Get all the benefits of an in-house legal team, without the

overheads.

Versatility
Our team are multi-specialists, equipped to handle a broad range of

routine legal matters. This versatility enables us to become an integral part

of a clients' business.

Collaboration

We work as a flexible extension of your existing team, enabling us to better

understand, anticipate and satisfy your individual legal needs. All for a

fraction of the usual cost.



Legal�ease.
Not�legalese.

Our�experienced�legal�consultants
work�as�a�flexible�extension�of�your
business.�

Whatever the challenge you face, our experts talk your

language. Available to work from your office or remotely,

our cost-effective plans mean you get the skills and

expertise you need, when and how you need them.



We provide flexible in-house legal support, 

all for one low fixed monthly fee.

 

Pricing

Basic
From

S$1,650�/m

Standard
From�

S$5,000�/m

Bespoke
Contact�us�

for�pricing�details.



What's�included?
Our�plans�start�from�S$1,650�a
month�and�include:

 A dedicated consultant to manage your account

One, four or more days per month of general

legal support, depending on your chosen plan

Unlimited initial consultations on new matters

Access to our precedents and training materials

Sourcing and management of law firms and other

legal specialists

Access to the whole community, for when you

need additional support and expertise

Exclusive offers and discounts from our partners

and preferred advisors



"The Legal Collective combines great

legal support with the empathy and

energy needed to really understand

our business."

 

Rebel & Soul

"They bring key insights and are

extremely responsive whenever we

need their help, all for a predefined

cost."

 

Aqualis Braemar

What�they�say...



Ready�to�get
started?

 

Get�in�touch�today�and�request�a
meeting�with�one�of�our�team.

+65 9675 2504

enquiries@thelegalcollective.sg

www.thelegalcollective.sg

The Legal Collective Pte Ltd is a consultancy, not a licensed law practice. Neither The Legal

Collective nor its consultants provide legal services or advice in Singapore or elsewhere.


